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We have determined the structure of a human rhinovirus (HRV)-Fab complex by using cryoelectron
microscopy and image reconstruction techniques. This is the first view of an intact human virus complexed with
a monoclonal Fab (Fabl7-IA) for which both atomic structures are known. The surface area on HRV type 14
(HRV14) in contact with Fabl7-IA was -500 A2 (5 nm2), which is much larger than the area that constitutes
the NIm-IA epitope (on viral protein VP1) defined by natural escape mutants. From modeling studies and
electrostatic potential calculations, charged residues outside the neutralizing immunogenic site IA (NIm-IA)
were also predicted to be involved in antibody recognition. These predictions were confirmed by site-specific
mutations and analysis of the Fabl7-IA-HRV14 complex, along with knowledge of the crystallographic
structures ofHRV14 and Fabl7-IA. The bound Fabl7-1A reaches across a surface depression (the canyon) and
meets a related Fab at the nearest icosahedral twofold axis. By adjusting the elbow angles of the bound Fab
fragments from 1620 to 1980, an intact antibody molecule can be easily modeled. This, along with aggregation
and binding stoichiometry results, supports the earlier proposal that this antibody binds bivalently to the
surface of HRV14 across icosahedral twofold axes. One prediction of this model, that the intact canyon-
spanning immunoglobulin G molecule would block attachment of the virus to HeLa cells, was confirmed
experimentally.

Human rhinovirus (HRV) is a major cause of the common
cold and a member of the picomavirus family, which also
includes poliovirus, coxsackievirus, and hepatitis A virus.
These are small, spherical viruses that have a 300-A (1 A =
0.1 nm)-diameter protein shell which encapsulates one copy
of single-stranded RNA (32). The existence of more than 100
different serotypes of HRV makes the development of effec-
tive vaccines against the common cold impractical.
The structure of HRV serotype 14 (HRV14) is known to

atomic resolution (30). The capsid is composed of 60 copies
each of the four viral proteins VP1, VP2, VP3, and VP4 (Fig.
1). The first three proteins (each -30 kDa) all have an
eight-stranded, anti-parallel p-barrel motif (30, 31). The
small VP4 (-10 kDa) lies at the interface between the RNA
interior and the capsid. Neutralizing immunogenic sites
(NIm sites) were identified on the basis of sequence analysis
of natural escape mutants (33, 34). These mutants were
selected for by growing the virus in the presence of mono-
clonal antibodies (MAbs), and the mutations were mapped
onto the three-dimensional structure of the virus where they
cluster into four surface groups: NIm-IA, NIm-IB, NIm-II,
and NIm-III. All NIm sites occur at the rim of an -12-A
deep canyon that encircles each of the icosahedral fivefold
axes. The hypothesis that the canyon is the site at which the
cell-surface receptor proteins bind (30) was recently con-
firmed (26, 27). Such an arrangement allows naturally occur-
ring mutants to circumvent immune recognition without
affecting receptor recognition.
The mechanisms of neutralization are poorly understood.

Some antibodies are believed to bind bivalently to the same
particle (15) and neutralize infectivity by inducing structural
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changes in the capsid (13, 21), by interfering with attachment
(10), or possibly by preventing uncoating by intracapsid
cross-linking (24). For HRV14 (10), the pI of the capsid is
greatly reduced by the addition of intact mouse MAbs or
antigen-binding fragments (Fabs). Therefore, if the pl shift is
caused by antibody-induced conformational changes in the
virus, such alterations are not dependent on bivalent attach-
ment to the same virion. For some antibodies, interparticle
cross-linking (aggregation) may be sufficient for neutraliza-
tion (4-6, 15, 36). Past studies on picornaviruses have
distinguished two classes of neutralizing antibodies, strong
and weak. Strongly neutralizing antibodies are believed to
bridge pentamers within the HRV14 particle (20, 24). This
model predicts that each Fab arm binds to its epitope in an
orientation that points the other arm toward a binding site
across an icosahedral twofold symmetry axis on the same
particle.
To test this latter model, we determined the structure of

HRV14 complexed with Fabl7-IA by using three-dimen-
sional reconstruction of electron microscope images.
MAb17-IA is a strongly neutralizing MAb (20). This immu-
noglobulin G (IgG) molecule binds to the NIm-IA site
defined by natural escape mutations (34) at residues D1091
and E1095 (the character specifies the amino acid residue,
the first digit refers to viral protein VP1, and the last three
digits designate the residue number). The image reconstruc-
tion of this complex (computed to -28-A resolution) accu-
rately identifies the footprint of the Fab on the virion. This is
the first time that such a complex has been visualized in
which the atomic structures of the Fab and virion are both
known. The Fabs bind in an orientation that appears to favor
interaction between Fab fragments related by the icosahe-
dral twofold axes. The atomic structure of Fabl7-IA (20a)
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FIG. 1. Structure of HRV14. (A) Diagrammatic representation of HRV14 (30). Promoters of capsid proteins VP1, VP2, and VP3 are
indicated. The canyon, or surface depression, is shown as an annulus that encircles each icosahedral fivefold axis. (B) Solid-model
representation of native HRV14 computed to 20-A resolution from the known atomic structure. One asymmetric unit, bounded by two
icosahedral threefold axes and one fivefold axis, is outlined, and icosahedral five-, three-, and twofold axes are identified by a triangle, an
oval, and a pentagon, respectively. The canyon appears as a depression that encircles a mass of density centered on the vertex. Bar = 200
A.

was fit into the reconstructed electron density, and a
bivalently attached antibody has been modeled. These re-
sults lend further support to the existence of antibodies
bound bivalently to the same viral particle.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

MAb production. MAb17-IA was produced in mice and
then later by using the Cellmax Quad 4 cell culture system
(Cellco Corp., Germantown, Md.). High-glucose Dulbecco's
modified Eagle medium (catalog no. 430-2100; GIBCO/Be-
thesda Research Laboratories, Grand Island, N.Y.) contain-
ing 10% fetal bovine serum was used for the hybridoma cell
culture. The antibody is of the isotype IgG2a as determined
by Screentype (Boehringer Mannheim Biochemicals, India-
napolis, Ind.). The antibody was purified by means of
protein G affinity chromatography. The samples were loaded
onto the affinity column, and the unbound material was
washed from the column with 0.1 M, pH 7.0, sodium
phosphate buffer. The antibody was then eluted with a 50
mM, pH 2.0, sodium acetate buffer and quickly neutralized
with 1 M, pH 8.0, sodium phosphate buffer. MAb17-IA was
pooled and dialyzed against 0.1 M, pH 7.0, sodium phos-
phate buffer and concentrated to 1 to 2 mg/ml.
Fabl7-IA generation and purification. Papain cleavage was

performed on the antibody solution at an enzyme-to-anti-
body ratio of 1:100 (mg/mg) at 37°C for 10 h in the presence
of 25 mM 1-mercaptoethanol. The reaction was stopped by
the addition of 75 mM iodoacetamide. The digested sample
was then dialyzed extensively against 10 mM, pH 7.5,
Tris-HCl buffer and purified on a Mono-Q ion-exchange
column connected to an FPLC system (Mono-Q and FPLC
are trademarks of the Pharmacia/LKB Corp., Piscataway,
N.J.). The proteins were eluted with an NaCl gradient of
-0.01 M/ml of eluate. The flow rate was 1 ml/min, and the
pressure was 1 MPa. The pI of Fabl7-IA is more than 8.0
and therefore elutes in the void volume of the column. The
Fc fragments and intact MAb17-IA have much lower pIs and
elute at NaCl concentrations greater than 0.1 M. Fabl7-IA
was pooled and concentrated with Centricon 10 microcon-
centrators (Amicon Corporation, Beverly, Mass.).

Fabl7-LA complex preparation. Fab was added to HRV14
(prepared as previously described [14]) in a ratio of -300 to
600 Fabs per virion at a virus concentration of -0.25 mg/ml.
The mixture was incubated overnight at 5°C and then loaded
onto a Superose 6 (Pharmacia/LKB) column equilibrated
with 10 mM Tris, pH 7.5, buffer with 50 mM sodium
chloride. The virus-Fab complex eluted in the void volume,
far removed from the unbound Fab molecules, and was then
concentrated to -10 mg/ml with Centricon 10 microconcen-
trators (Amicon Corp.).

Cryoelectron microscopy and image analysis. Cryoelectron
microscopy of the HRV14-Fab complex was performed
essentially as previously described (2, 9, 25). The sample
was transferred to fresh, non-glow-discharged holey-carbon
films on 400-mesh copper grids. The grids were briefly
blotted with filter paper, quickly frozen in liquified ethane,
transferred to liquid nitrogen, and then placed in a cooled
Gatan 626 cryotransfer holder (Gatan Inc., Warrendale, Pa.)
before being inserted into a Philips EM420 electron micro-
scope (Philips Electronics Instruments, Mahwah, N.J.).
Images were photographed under minimal dose conditions
(<20 electrons per A2) at a nominal magnification of 49,000
and at -1-,um underfocus.
Micrograph selection and digitization and selection of

individual virion images was performed as previously de-
scribed (9). The intensity values of the individual particle
images were adjusted to remove linear background gradients
(3) and to normalize the means and variances (7). Translation
and orientation parameters were determined for each virion
image and a data set of 35 images was selected from which a
three-dimensional reconstruction was calculated to an effec-
tive resolution of 28 A (2, 41). An eigenvalue spectrum was
calculated to test for the possible presence of errors in the
reconstruction because of the inclusion of nonrandom data
(11). All values exceeded 10.0, indicating the uniqueness of
the data included in the analysis.
The three-dimensional reconstruction was corrected for

the effects of the contrast transfer function of the electron
microscope (8, 37) after it was radially scaled to match the
dimensions of the atomic map of HRV14 (30). The electron
density map was Fourier transformed to compute structure
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FIG. 2. Cryoelectron microscopy and image analysis of native HRV14 and HRV14-Fabl7-IA complexes. (A) Native HRV14 virions
exhibit relatively smooth, circular profiles. (B) HRV14-Fabl7-IA complexes. Fabs are visible on the periphery of the particles (large
arrowhead) and sometimes as black dots when seen end-on (small arrowhead). (C) Stereo view of a solid-model representation of the
HRV14-Fabl7-IA complex. (D) Solid-model representation of the contact area between Fabl7-IA and HRV14. The density of the complex
reconstruction was truncated at a radius of -155 A to show the point of contact. One footprint is indicated (arrowhead). (E) Wire model
representation of the same footprint as indicated in panel D. The residues of HRV14 that were altered in escape mutants (Table 1) are labeled.
Bar = 500 A (panels A and B); 200 A (panel C).
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TABLE 1. Effect of mutations in HRV14 on binding affinity
of MAb17-IA

Binding affinityVirus ((10 M-))a

Wild type ............. ............................ 180
K1085Eb ........................................ 46
D1091NC ......................................... <0.2
E1095KC......................... <0.2
K1097Eb ....................................................5
K1236Eb ......................................... 74

a Kd was measured by the ability of antibody to precipitate 50% of the
35S-labeled virions.

b Constructed by site-directed mutagenesis (19). Mutants K1085E and
K1236E were unable to make plaques under conditions originally employed
for selecting spontaneous escape mutants. Mutant K1097E made tiny plaques
even in the absence of antibody; its poorer growth and inconspicuous plaques
could explain why it was not picked up in the original screen for spontaneous
escape mutants.

c Spontaneous escape mutants (34) were selected for the ability to make
plaques in the presence of excess antibody.

factors which were then multiplied by an empirical inverse
contrast transfer function that was derived from a model
based on the X-ray structure of HRV14 (8). A corrected map
was produced by Fourier synthesis of the modified structure
factors and displayed on an ESV30 vector graphics device
(Evans and Sutherland Computer Corporation, Salt Lake
City, Utah).

Site-specific mutagenesis of HRV14. Mutagenesis (19) was
performed with uracil-enriched single-stranded DNA of a
subclone containing VP1 plus flanking segments of VP3 and
protein 2A (bases 2113 to 3206). The mutagenic primers were
synthesized in the Biotechnology Center, University of
Wisconsin. The primers were then purified with a SepPak
C18 cartridge (Waters Chromatography Division, Millipore
Corporation, Milford, Mass.). Phosphorylation of primers,
synthesis of the mutated strands with T4 DNA polymerase,
ligation, and transformation were performed as previously
described (18). Approximately 80% of the transformants
contained mutant plasmids. The cassette regions of selected
mutant plasmids were completely sequenced to confirm the
in vitro DNA synthesis fidelity. The mutations were trans-
planted into the full-length clone as CrflOI-DraIII or DraIII-
PpuMI fragments. Each full-length clone was linearized by
MluI restriction enzyme digestion. The runoff RNA tran-
scripts, synthesized in vitro by T7 RNA polymerase, were
transfected into 188-mm2 monolayers of Hl-HeLa cells (2.5
million cells) with DEAE-dextran. Viruses were recovered
after a 2-day incubation at 35°C. The virus stock was
amplified and labeled with [35S]methionine as previously
described (19). Labeled virus particles were purified on
sucrose density gradients.

Binding stoichiometry determination. 3H-HRV14 (5 x 1010

virions; 6 x 107 PFU) of known specific activity (1.7 x 105
cpm/,ug) was incubated with 35S-labeled MAb at various
antibody-to-virus ratios in 100 ,ul of phosphate-buffered
saline containing 1% bovine serum albumin (PBSA). After
an overnight incubation at room temperature, the immune
complexes in a single sample were sedimented on 5 ml of 5
to 20% (wt/wt in PBSA) sucrose gradients for 22 min at
225,000 x g to separate antibody-monomeric virion immune
complexes from the aggregated immune complexes. The
stoichiometry of antibody binding was determined by using
the monomeric immune complexes.

Effects of MAb17-IA on HRV14 cell attachment. The effect
of MAb17-IA on cell receptor binding was determined with

intact HeLa cells. PBSA (25 ,ul) containing various concen-
trations of MAb17-IA was added to 5.6 x 10" 35S-virions in
3.5 ml of PBSA. The mixtures were incubated at 8°C
overnight, and 1.5 ml of each mixture was added to cell
pellets containing 6 x 107 HeLa cells (4,000 virions per cell)
which had been washed twice with PBSA in a 15-ml capped,
conical tube. As a control for virus-MAb17-IA precipitation,
1.5 ml of each mixture was placed in a tube that did not
contain cells. The cell pellets were resuspended and then
incubated for 1 h at 23°C. The samples were centrifuged for
5 min at 23°C at 450 x g, the supernatants were removed,
and the radioactivity was measured. The cell pellets were
resuspended in 1.5 ml of PBSA, and the radioactivity was
measured. All scintillation data were used to calculate the
percentage of virus bound to the cells.
Immune precipitation measurements. Purified 35S-labeled

HRV14 was incubated with purified antibody at various
antibody-to-virus ratios for 1 h at room temperature and
subsequently overnight at 4°C. Each sample (5 x 107 PFU
per ml; 6 x 1010 virions per ml) contained about 3 x 104 cpm
in a final volume of 100 ml of PBSA. The percentage of virus
in the pellet after a 5-min microcentrifugation at 16,000 x g
was determined by measuring the radioactivity in the super-
natants and in the pellets. Calculations indicated that aggre-
gates of approximately 35 or more virions would pellet in this
assay.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Analysis of the reconstructed density map. Native HRV14
particles appeared very smooth and featureless in cryoelec-
tron micrographs (Fig. 2A). In comparison, images of vitri-
fied HRV14-Fab complexes appeared fuzzy because of the
bound Fab molecules. Some Fabs could be seen edge-on at
the periphery of the particles and occasionally end-on nearer
the centers of the particle images (Fig. 2B).
A shaded, surface representation of the native HRV14

X-ray structure (30) was computed to 20 A (Fig. 1B) for
comparison with the structure of HRV14 in the recon-
structed HRV14-Fabl7-IA complex (Fig. 2C). The most
prominent features of the native HRV14 surface include (i) a
pentameric dome of density at each icosahedral vertex, (ii) a
depression or canyon which surrounds each vertex, and (iii)
triangular plateaus of density centered at each of the 20
icosahedral threefold axes. In the areas where the bound
Fabl7-IA does not occlude the view, each of these features
is seen on the surface representation of the three-dimen-
sional reconstruction of the complex (Fig. 2C). The triangu-
lar plateaus have similar enantiomorphic features in both the
X-ray and image reconstruction maps, which enables the
hand of the reconstruction to be established unambiguously.
Since the capsids in both maps contain such similar features,
it appears that the Fabl7-IA binding does not induce any
large conformational changes in the virion. A comparison of
the structure of native HRV14 and the reconstruction was
further examined by means of the three-dimensional graph-
ics program FRODO (16) which also did not reveal any large
conformational changes. Sixty Fabs are bound to the virion
surface, with five surrounding each of the 12 vertices. The
electron density of the Fab fragments was approximately at
the same level as that of the viral protein shell, implying
full saturation of the 60 available antigenic sites. Each Fab is
an elongated, bilobed structure which extends -75 A above
the virus surface and has a maximum cross-section of -40
A.
The site to which Fabl7-IA binds was previously identi-
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A

FIG. 3. Fit of Fabl7-IA structure into reconstructed density map. The electron density is depicted as green; the Ca backbone of the heavy
chain is red; and the Ca backbone of the light chain is dark blue. (A) The view direction is approximately from a fivefold axis of the virus
toward an icosahedral twofold axis. The variable domain of the Fab is toward the bottom. (B) Same as panel A except view direction is rotated
900 about the vertical direction.

fied with spontaneous escape mutations to neutralizing anti-
bodies (33, 34) and with site-specific mutations (19). Natural
escape mutant sites D1091 and E1095 are on an external loop
of VP1 between the B and C strands of the ,B-barrel of VP1.
Using computer simulations (see below) based on the crys-
tallographically determined structure of the antibody, it was
possible to match the electrostatic charge pattern on the
binding surface of the Fab molecule with a complementary
charge pattern found on the crystallographically determined
surface of HRV14. This docking model not only included the
charge residues D1091 and E1095, previously identified by
escape mutation analysis, but also predicted the involvement
of three additional charged residues, K1085, K1097, and
K1236.

It was also possible to define an antibody footprint (Fig.
2D) by computationally trimming away from the image
shown in Figure 2C all of the electron density at a radius
exceeding 155 A. This footprint included all five of the
charge-matched residues (Fig. 2E) identified in the docking
model described above.
These residues were changed by means of site-specific

mutagenesis, and the mutants exhibited reduced binding
affinity for MAb17-IA (Table 1). The mutation sites most
effective at abrogating antibody binding (D1091, E1095, and

K1097) were located near the center of the footprint (Fig.
2E). The least effective mutation sites (K1085 and K1236)
were at the edge. Therefore, the mutational analysis agrees
very well with the reconstructed density of the HRV14-Fab
complex.

Fit of the crystallographic structure of Fabl7-IA into the
reconstructed Fab density. The atomic structure of Fabl7-IA
has been recently determined (20a). The R-factor of the
current model for all reflections between 6- and 2.7-A
resolution is approximately 20% (solvent molecules not yet
included). The elbow angle of the crystallized Fab is about
162°. The elbow angle is defined as the angle between the
pseudo-dyad axes in the variable and constant domains that
relate the heavy and light chains. An elbow angle of less than
1800 places the variable and constant 13-barrels of the heavy
chain in contact with each other.
The Fabl7-IA structure matches the reconstructed density

determined by electron microscopy remarkably well (Fig. 3).
The reconstructed Fab density contains two globular regions
that are separated by a constriction or dimple. These regions
and the dimple correspond to the constant, variable, and
elbow regions, respectively. If the elbow angle of the
Fabl7-IA structure were -180°, then the positioning of the
Fab into the reconstructed density would be ambiguous

J. VIROL.
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FIG. 4. Representation of surface residues within an asymmetric
unit of HRV14. The canyon, which encircles each of the fivefold
axes, is outlined by a thick black line. The NIm sites and residues in
contact with the Fab CDR and FR regions are represented by
different colors. The icosahedral fivefold (north pole) and twofold
(south pole) axes are labelled by a pentagon and an ellipse, respec-
tively. Identity of the residues shown in the triangular asymmetric
unit are shown in the detail below.

since the structures of the heavy and light chains are so
similar. Because the elbow angle of Fabl7-IA is 1620, only
one orientation of the structure correlates well with the
electron density.
Although the resolution of the reconstruction in this study

is -28 A, the positioning of the Fab and its interactions with
HRV14 can be described to a much higher resolution. This
phenomenon is similar to what is seen in most protein X-ray
crystallographic studies. A resolution of -1 to 1.5 A is
necessary to observe the individual atoms of a molecule, but
most protein crystals diffract X rays only to a resolution of 2
to 3 A. It is only by knowledge of the amino acid sequence
and the expected stereochemistry of the molecules that
crystallographers are able to describe protein structures in
atomic detail at 2- to 3-A resolution. In an analogous way,
the current study describes details to a resolution greater
than 28 A because the atomic structures of Fabl7-IA and
HRV14 are both known. As was observed in a previously
reported Fab-virus complex (38), the positioning of the Fab
structure into the electron density appears to be accurate to

FIG. 5. Ribbon drawing (17) of Fabl7-IA model docked to
HRV14. VP1 is blue, VP2 is green, and a small piece of VP3 is
shown in red. The light and heavy chains of the Fab are white and
yellow, respectively. The B-C loop of VP1 (the NIm-IA site) is
highlighted in orange. VH, VL, CH, and CL represent the variable
heavy chain, variable light chain, constant heavy chain, and con-
stant light chain 13-barrels, respectively. The twofold (_) and
fivefold ( h ) icosahedral axes are indicated.

-4 A. In addition, recent electron microscopy studies of
other icosahedral viruses have accurately described details
at a much higher resolution than that of the reconstructions.
Small protrusions were observed at the threefold axes of the
bacteriophage 4X174 image reconstruction (23). The crys-
tallographic structure of 4X174 showed that each of the
protrusions accurately corresponded to a bundle of three
a-helices that consisted of only 33 amino acid residues (25).
Even more striking was a recent electron microscopy study
of flock house virus (9a) in which density was observed at
the internal RNA-protein interface. This density was as-
cribed to tightly bound, genomic RNA that was also ob-
served in the crystallographic structure (14a).
Each Fabl7-IA appeared to cover at least 500 A2 or

-one-quarter of the asymmetric unit surface. This contact
area overlaps the receptor-binding region of the canyon (26,
27) and the NIm-IB site and also touches the NIm-II site
(Fig. 4). The area of contact shown in Fig. 4 represents a
conservative lower-limit estimate and is very likely to in-
crease when crystallographic evidence of the virus-Fab
complex becomes available. The Fab forms a bridge over the
canyon, connecting the north and south walls (Fig. 5). This
may explain previous experiments demonstrating that MAb-
34, another IgG directed against the NIm-IA site, blocks
HRV14 binding to purified cell membranes (10).
The more conserved framework portion of the variable

region (FR) near the elbow may contact the south wall of the
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FIG. 6. Electrostatic potential map of NIm-IA site of HRV14 and surrounding area. The Cx backbone of a portion of VP1 is represented
by black lines, and the position of the icosahedral fivefold axis is indicated ( h ). The naturally occurring escape mutations (1091 and 1095)
as well as the site-specific mutations (1085, 1097, and 1236) are labelled in yellow. The blue contours represent the positive potential contoured
at 30 mV, and the red represents the negative potential at -30 mV. For the potential calculations, a dielectric constant of 50 was assumed,
and the effective pK values for Arg, Lys, His, Glu, and Asp were calculated at pH 7.0. The potential function was evaluated away from the
charge centers by using a finite difference method (39, 40).

canyon near the NIm-Il site (Fig. 4 and 5). The significance
of this observation needs to be studied further with bound
IgG molecules since such interactions might disappear when
MAb17-IA binds bivalently.

Electrostatic interactions between Fabl7-IA and HRV14.
Theoretical studies have suggested that electrostatic poten-
tial is an important determinant of protein-protein interac-
tions (39). Prior to the present studies, we performed dock-
ing experiments, using charge and shape complementarity as
guides for modeling antibody binding. The NIm-IA region

,d (K59
D1091 I- E1Q95

i. t et 57 l.

.*..5.K1 455
K10097

K1236
K1 085

exhibits a very asymmetric distribution of charge (Fig. 6),
and this was thought to play a role in antibody recognition.
Analysis of the Fabl7-IA sequence showed that the cleft
between the heavy and light chain hypervariable regions
contains several basic residues that could complement the
acidic D1091 and E1095 residues (natural escape mutant
sites) on the virus. This finding concurs with genetic studies
that showed a high frequency of charge alterations in neu-
tralization escape mutants (34). One possible orientation of
the Fabl7-IA placed residues DHSS and DH57 (see residue

K 1097

K1236
K1085

FIG. 7. Electrostatic interactions between docked Fabl7-IA and HRV14. For Fabl7-IA residues, the amino acids are numbered
sequentially, and the chain type is designated by a subscript following the one-letter amino acid code. The Ca backbone of the VL domain
of Fabl7-IA is dark blue, and the Cct of VH domain is deep red. A portion of the Ca backbone of HRV14 VP1 is shown in orange. The acidic
side chains around the epitope are shown in red, and the basic side chains are shown in blue. For clarity, all of the charged residues in the
Fabl7-IA hypervariable region are shown, whereas only the escape mutation sites are shown on the HRV14 surface.
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FIG. 8. (A) Ca backbone of icosahedral twofold-related Fab17-IA molecules as observed in the image reconstruction. The icosahedral
twofold axis is represented by a dashed line, and the elbow axis is represented by a thick green line. The arrows indicate how the constant
domain was rotated about the elbow angle to produce the (Fab17-IA)2 structure shown in panel B. The surface of the virion is at the bottom
of the diagram. The heavy chain is depicted in red, and the light chain is depicted in blue. (B) An (Fab17-IA)2 model produced by rotating
the constant domains of the bound, twofold-related Fabl7-IA molecules. The variable domain remained fixed to the surface of the virion
during these rotations. (C) Ca backbone of Kol for comparison to the modeled (Fab17-IA)2 molecule. The twofold axis of Kol coincides with
the icosahedral twofold axis shown in Fig. 6A and B. (D) The Ca backbones of the altered Fabl7-IA structure from Fig. 6B overlaid onto the
Ca backbone of Kol as oriented in Fig. 6C. The elbow axis, Kol, and Fabl7-IA are shown in green, red, and blue, respectively.

designation in Fig. 7) of the loop between OD and ,BE of the
heavy chain complementarity-determining region 2 (CDR2)
near a cluster of three lysine residues on the surface of
HRV14 (K1097, K1085, and K1236).
Fabl7-IA and HRV14 probably form complementary elec-

trostatic surfaces upon binding (Fig. 7). Residues KH59 and
RL90 might be able to form salt bridges with residues E1095
and D1091, respectively, when Fabl7-IA is bound to the
surface of HRV14. While not in direct contact with E1095 or
D1091, HL33 and RH98 might enhance the binding of the
NIm-IA loop by increasing the overall basic character of the
cleft. In addition to the interactions with the acidic NIm-IA
loop, DHSS and DHS7 of the bound Fab17-IA are appropri-
ately positioned to bind to K1097 of HRV14. K1085 and
K1236 are also in proximity to DHSS and DHS7, with K1236
being the farthest away. These interactions correspond very
well with the site-specific mutation studies. For the three
mutated lysines, the abrogation of antibody binding was
proportional to proximity of the mutation site to DHSS and

DHS7 of the bound Fabl7-IA (Table 1), with changes at
residues K1085 and K1236 causing only marginal effects.
The structural fit between the bound Fabl7-IA and

HRV14 is very good, although some of the interactions are
closer than expected for van der Waals contacts (Fig. 7).
This may reflect small inaccuracies in fitting the Fabl7-IA
structure into the density, or it may indicate that small
conformational changes occur in the two proteins during the
immune reaction. Indeed, minor structural rearrangements
have been observed in high-resolution antigen-antibody
crystallographic studies (29).
From our results, we would predict that a peptide repre-

senting the NIm-IA loop would be a poor antigen. Residue
K1097 is clearly essential for antibody binding. Although
K1097 is close in sequence to the natural escape mutation
sites D1091 and E1095, the side chain is much closer to the
surface of the virion. In addition, mutational analysis of
residues 1236 and 1085 demonstrated that they do play a role
in antibody binding despite being quite distal to the NIm-IA
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FIG. 9. Saturation (A) and aggregation (B) curves for MAb17-1A
(U) and MAbl-IA (El). The datum points shown in panel A represent

the average values from duplicate experiments.

loop. Therefore, effective synthetic vaccines may have to

mimic the charge character of the antigenic surface rather

than just contain a few select amino acid residues. A notable

exception to this would be foot-and-mouth disease virus in

which the immunodominant site protrudes well away from

the surface of the virion (1).
Bivalent attachment model. The orientation of the bound

Fab fragments, pointing toward each other across the two-

fold symmetry axis, was consistent with earlier proposals
that the intact IgG molecule binds bivalently to the surface of

HRV14. Consequently, we modeled the conformation of

intact antibodies bound to HRV14, using the observed

orientation of the bound Fab17-IA in the reconstruction. The

constant domains of icosahedrally twofold-related, bound

Fab17-IA molecules (Fig. 8A) were rotated about the elbow

axes by approximately 360 toward the surface of the virion

(Fig. 8B) to a final elbow angle of 198'. Such rotation places
the two Fab17-IA constant domains in the same relative

orientations as observed in the intact antibody Kol (22) (Fig.
8C). When the twofold axis of Kol coincides with this

icosahedral twofold axis, the positions and orientations of

the constant domains in Fab17-IA and Kol match exceed-

ingly well (Fig. 8D). Therefore, it is possible to model a

bivalently bound antibody with minimal conformational re-

arrangement of the bound Fab structure.

The proposed bivalently attached antibody requires an

elbow angle greater than 180'. While all published Fab

structures have an elbow angle less than 1800, an Fab

structure has been recently determined (to 2.2 A) that has an

elbow angle of 1920 (20b). Therefore, the elbow angles in the

proposed bivalently bound MAb17-IA molecule are unusual

but not impossible.

Binding and aggregation studies strongly support the pro-

posed bivalent attachment model. MAb17-1A binds with a

stoichiometry of 30 antibodies per virion (Fig. 9A) and is an

exceptionally poor precipitator (Fig. 9B). In contrast, a

weakly neutralizing aggregating antibody that binds to the

same site (MlAbl-IA) binds with a stoichiometry of approx-

imately 60 MlAbl-IA molecules per virion (Fig. 9A and B).
The lack of MAb17-IA aggregation supports the proposal
that both arms of the antibody are bound to the surface of the

same virion.

If an antibody were to bind bivalently, but in an asymmet-

ric way, the stoichiometry would be expected to be less than

30 per virion because some of the available sites would be

occluded. For example, if an antibody were to bind around a

fivefold axis rather than across a twofold axis, then model-

ling studies suggest (results not shown) that only two of the

five available sites could be occupied by bound Fab arms

because of steric interference. In addition, if the second arm

of an anchored antibody bound randomly to available sites of

the virion, the probability of forming a monovalently bound

aggregating antibody would greatly increase. Finally, even

though the distances between some other icosahedrally
related sites are within the range consistent with bivalent

binding, such binding was nearly impossible to model. As

predicted for this class of antibody (24), the orientation of

the bound Fab17-IA molecule implies that the binding of the

first arm of the intact antibody positions the other arm across

the nearest icosahedral twofold axis in an orientation which

greatly favors bivalent attachment. This highly ordered

nonrandom process favors saturation of available sites yield-
ing nonaggregating immune complexes.
Mechanism of antibody-mediated neutralization. Fabs and

M4Abs are known to induce large pI shifts in virions upon

binding (10, 13, 21). It has been proposed that these pl
changes represent a large conformational rearrangement of

the capsid, thus causing viral neutralization (13, 21). How-

ever, our observations provide no support for gross confor-

mational changes in the virus. Small conformational changes
may occur which remain undetected at -30 A resolution.

Indeed, as has been observed with high-resolution antigen-
Fab complexes (29), some antibody and antigen structural

rearrangements are very likely to occur during the immune

reaction. However, such small conformational changes are

unlikely to decrease the pI of the virions from 7 to 3 as

observed with HRV14 neutralization (10). Therefore, the

change in pI may be due to changes in exposed surfaces due

to MAb or Fab binding rather than structural rearrangement
of the virion.

Perhaps one of the most important effects of antibody
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binding in vitro is to block viral interactions with the cellular
receptor. As shown in Fig. 10, five to six MAb17-IA mole-
cules are sufficient to block attachment of HRV14 by 50%.
Under these conditions, a control lacking HeLa cells showed
no detectable precipitation (cell-associated virus) of virus-
antibody complexes at any of the antibody concentrations
tested. Since previous studies demonstrated that Fabs can
also block attachment of the virion to cell membrane prep-
arations (10), bivalent binding of the MAb to the same virion
is not required to block attachment. The difference in
neutralization efficacies between the various antibodies may
be due to the difference between the binding affinities of
monovalently and bivalently attached antibodies. It is also
possible that, as is the case with antiviral compounds to
rhinovirus (12, 28), antibodies have more than one neutral-
izing mechanism. Both monovalently and bivalently bound
antibodies might interfere with cell receptor interactions, but
bivalently bound antibodies may be more effective because
they can also stabilize the capsid by cross-linking the icosa-
hedral pentameric units (24).
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ADDENDUM IN PROOF

We have just completed the image reconstruction of the
MAb17-IA-HRV14 complex. As predicted in this article, this
complex clearly shows MAb17-IA bivalently bound across
icosahedral twofold axes, no significant conformational
changes in the capsid structure, the constant region of the
Fab fragments still in contact with the south wall of the
canyon, and rotation of the constant domains about the
elbow axes upon bivalent attachment. However, this rota-
tion is probably not 360 as predicted by the Kol model but
rather -15 to 18°. The hinge region of the bound MAb17-IA
appears to be more like that observed in the very recent
determination of the structure of an intact mouse antibody of
the same isotype as MAb17-IA (L. J. Harris, S. B. Larson,
K. W. Hasel, J. Day, A. Greenwood, and A. McPherson,
Nature [London] 360:369-372, 1992).
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